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It is not recorded when the first Chinese settled in the Mission town of
Ventura, but it was probably before 1866 when Thomas Bard confided to
his diary the presence of "Tartars" in the 4th of July celebrations. Between
1850 and 1870, many immigrants who had worked in the gold mines or on
the railroads were seeking other employment in the cities and towns of
California. At first, they were welcomed in Ventura, as elsewhere, as excellent workers in construction, agricultural, and industrial projects. A "brigade
of Celestials" labored for $1.50 a day to build the canal which brought water
to Ventura in 1871, and Sam Long was foreman of 15 men who cut and
threshed mustard seed for $2.00 per day. Other individuals began small craft
or service businesses; for example, "our friend Wing" operated a harness
repair shop on Main Street by 1873.
By 1876, there were at least 200 Chinese living in a tight cluster of
wood frame buildings on Figueroa Street, south of Main Street and just
across from San Buenaventura Mission, in the old heart of the town. The
Chinese Fire Company was apparently organized in this year, with a twowheeled horse cart and 100 feet of hose. The equipment was stored at the
end of "Chinese Alley" which ran perpendicular to the east side of Figueroa
Street, and the Celestials frequently beat the municipal fire department to
the local blazes. While their own part of town would have been particularly
inflammable, compared to the adobe or brick buildings nearby, one may also
speculate about the service or speed of response they would have received
from the city's fire company, the Monumentals. The Chinese Fire Company
was active for at least SOyears, and its 12 men paraded regularly on July 4
in their straw hats and blue smocks.

One of the early chiefs of the Chinese fire brigade was Soo Hoo How,
whose life in some respects was typical of the experience of many sojourners.
He entered this country at San Francisco in 1889, and was employed for
seven years by the same Thomas Bard who had earlier called the Chinese
"Tartars." Presumably accumulating his savings, he then opened a hand
laundry. Ultimately, he was able to realize his dream and returned to China
in 1928, dying there in 1931. The laundry was continued by his son, Wo
Hing, until 1936.

Figure 2. The Chinese Fire Company in 4th of July Parade
( Courtesy: Ventura County Historical Society)
Paralleling events elsewhere in California, efforts to remove or displace
the Chinese settlement intensified throughout the' 1870's. Punitive taxation
was imposed in 1877, when a levy of $15 per quarter was assessed against
each of the several wash houses; this was clearly abusive at a time when a
man's three-piece suit cost $8.00, a good white shirt could be bought for
$1.00, and the laundryman was already working "cheerfully" until 10 o'clock
every night to make ends meet. In another attempt to limit any growth of
Chinatown, A City ordinance confined the settlement to a four-block area
south of Main Street and west of California Street. Physical violence reported in the local newspapers included rock-throwing at both individuals
and residences; deliberately overturning wagons carrying Chinese; and
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marching the local militia through the Chinese quarter to frighten people
who feared they were being deported on the spot. Other social pleasures
took the form of Ventura's Anti-Chinese League, advertisements by a local
bakery which boasted "No Chinese employed," and newspaper complaints
about crime, filth, smuggling, opium smoking, and the deplorable conditions
of "the old shanties."
The abundance of Chinese wash houses in Ventura was not unique. In
California as a whole, Ping Chiu determined that 77.5%of all laundry workers in 1880 were Chinese. Since the total includes non-Chinese domestics in
private homes, the actual number of Chinese laundrymen may have reached
89%.Paul Ong has explained how the demand for laundry services began in
the Gold Rush, and was supplied by sojourners who were kept from the
mines. By the time a labor surplus developed after completion of the railroads, white labor had erected barriers protecting the more desirable and
better paying jobs. The wash house represented a non-competing alternative
enterprise which required much less capital to open than a restaurant, for
example, and could be operated by a family without hiring outside employees. While domestic work paid better wages, the laundry offered other
advantages: it had the social value of a self-owned business, it provided
independence and - often - a place to live, and its costs could be regarded
as an "investment" which could be recovered when the proprietor wished
to sell. A more subtle result was the maintenance of the culture, since the
domestic worker had to acquire a new language, alter his behavior, live in
isolation from family or friends, assume a subordinate role, and otherwise
accommodate to the bok kwei.
By 1892, there were at least 11 separate street addresses identified as
Chinatown on the east side of Figueroa Street, and approximately 17 dwellings on the west side, where the usable space was maximized by splitting
the lot by a perpendicular alley. The land on the south end of the west side
of the street was owned by Sing Hing ( elsewhere, Ung Hing) and contained
the Joss House, a grocery store run by Sam Fong Yi and Company, a barbershop, and a Chinese employment agency. Apparently, most of the people's needs were filled by the Chinese enterprises. Although Harry Cohn
operated a general merchandise store in an adobe just around the comer on
Main Street, inventory and probate records filed in 1874 do not include a
single customer name identifiable as Chinese or any goods imported from
China.
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Figure 3. The First Chinatown, 1860's-1906
( Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, 1892)

Figure 4. Chinese Alley, ca. 1870's
( Courtesy: Ventura County Historical Society)
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In 1898, there were at least two Chinese restaurants on Main Street,
Lwn Toy's American Kitchen and Ng T. Esing's U. S. Restaurant. Other
names which appeared in newspapers of this period include Ge Wah Ho,
Ah Chun, and Fong Sing. Many individuals worked as cooks, either in
domestic service or in the cook wagons which accompanied the farm and
orchard growers. The tradition of Chinese kitchen help at the Thacher
School in Ojai was begun prior to 1894.
Some of the happier interactions between the white and Chinese communities occurred on the respective holidays. Euroamericans would dress
in their finest and pay social calls on the Chinese New Year, when their
hosts would serve tea, ginger, and lichee nuts. At Christmas, friends would
reverse the ritual, dressing in their best clothes and bringing gifts, while
laundrymen and vegetable peddlers would present lily bulbs to favored
customers. Some of the children did attend the local schools, and finding
toy trains, marbles, jacks, miniature dishes, and European dolls suggested
to the archaeologists who have studied Chinatown that it was the children
who adopted American ways the first and most eagerly. The men had to
learn at least a few words of English, to handle the currency, and to use
whatever tools or skills were necessary to earn a living. The traditional cooking utensils, table ceramics, imported food containers, and food remains

Figure 5. Figueroa Street Chinatown, ca. 1890.
Store of Sam Fong Yi at right; Joss House at far left.
(Courtesy: Ventura County Historical Society)
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suggest that the women, sheltered and few in number, were the least influenced by customs of the "Golden Mountain."
Attempts were made to integrate the Chinese into, at least, the local
religion. A Chinese Mission with a native-speaking Missionary of unknown
denomination held services in Chinatown in 1884, and the Congregational
Church established a Chinese school in 1889. The Church provided a regular teacher for a night school and Bible school and maintained the Chinese
Mission until 1908 when it had "fulfilled its purpose of education and integration into American life." The church records are an excellent source
of names and statistics. Among those baptized who died between 1889 and
1902 are Gin Lock, Ye Ock, Soo Ah Gah, Sen Sen On, Tin Toon Sing, Soo
Hoo Toy, Fong Yet, Soo Hoo Hing, Soo Hoo Dong, Soo Hoo Sing Kay, Soo
Hoo Bow, Soo Hoo Gah, Fong Mon Han, Linn, Time Kee, Gin Goon Sing,
Soo Soo Foy, Fong Yet, Soo Ah Yah, Fong Man Hau, Lum Tim Kee, Yong
Wah Goon, Ny You, Soo Hoo Wah, Ng T. Esing, Ng Ye Sing, Hoo Sam
Choy, Chin Jung, and Frong Hoo Ching (names as recorded).
Despite problems arising from the Exclusion, Scott, and Geary Acts and
local hostilities in general, Chinatown remained intact along Figueroa Street
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Figure 6. The Joss House on Figueroa Street, ca. 1890's
(Courtesy: Ventura County Historical Society)
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through the turn of the century, although the population had dropped to 110
by 1905. Many events conspired to bring this first chapter to a close. Bubonic plague was officially diagnosed in San Francisco in 1901, and the
demand for a local clean-up coincided with a growing pressure in Ventura
for municipal modernization, development, and civic improvements. Plans
for more profitable use of the land in the center of town, close to the Mission, were ultimately successful as the Chinese population dwindled for a
number of reasons: a bleak local employment situation, new jobs in Oxnard
when the sugar beet factory opened in 1903, the return of some of the older
residents to China, and the many deaths of those who had come in the
1870's.

In 1905-1906, all but a few of the old buildings of the Figueroa Street
Chinatown were either razed or physically relocated to the north side of
Main Street. At least two of the structures were moved to a space behind
the Camarillo Adobe onto property acquired by George Mon Lai and Harry
Bock, and Kung Wo relocated his enterprise. Of all the original Chinatown,
only four buildings were left on the east side of Figueroa. A few of those
on the west side stood until 1921 because they were on Chinese-owned
land, but Sing Hing was finally forced to demolish these last vestiges.
The new Chinatown on Main Street, between Ventura Avenue and the
Mission, contained approximately 14 dwellings, indicating a net loss in both
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Figure 7. The Second Chinatown, Main Street, 1906-1923
( Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, 1906)
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structures and population. Sing Hing purchased the Ortega Adobe and
surrounding property in 1905 as additional space for the Chinese community, but it was not to be needed.
The old adobes once occupied by the pioneer Camarillo and Solari
families were converted to new commercial and residential uses, with one
laundry at the Solari adobe in 1906 and another in a wood frame building
to the east on the former Moraga property, Excavations at both sites in 1976
provided valuable information. A well behind the Solari Adobe laundry was
14.76 feet deep, lined with a redwood shaft 33 x 35 inches across, and was
found to contain the original pipe, pump head, laundry wringer and rollers,
ceramic ink bottles, 338 buttons, and an important collection of Chinese
cultural materials including table ceramics, food containers, cooking utensils,
ceramic and glass bottles, coins, glass game markers, food remains, medicinal
vials, and other artifacts which illustrated the degree to which the Chinese
had adopted some western ways while still retaining most traditional customs. The well itself suggests that despite trunk lines and sewers installed
along Main Street in 1907, the Chinese quarter was not served by these public utilities - another motivation, perhaps, for the Chinese Fire Company.
Some of the businesses present in the new Chinatown between 1910
and 1922 included:
Chinese merchandise - Kung Wo and Co., Tong Guy, and Yuen
Wing Tai
Laundries - S. H. Toy, Wing High, Sam Wo, Wo Hing
Restaurants - Hing Soo Hoo, S. H. Fook ( Frank Bock, waiter), and
P.H. Toy.
Wong Lee and Wong Sam were cooks at the Anacapa Hotel across the
street, and P, Y, Tong was locally famous for the elaborately shaped hot rolls
he made at the Pierpoint Inn. Other names which appear in the City Directories include Sam Sing, a cook; Hong See and Lee Hong, in the armed
forces; Hung Lee and Yen Lo Lee.
Sing Hing, who had bought land from the Ventura River to the railroad
track, contributed to one of Ventura's first efforts in historical preservation.
In 1913, the city was trying to decide which of two pioneer adobes to save
for posterity - the Tico Adobe at the northwest corner of Main and Ventura
Avenue, or the Ortega Adobe. When he not only offered the Ortega property
to the city for $1000, but also donated $250 toward the acquisition, the other
8

owner withdrew his offer, and the Ortega Adobe stands today as Historic
Landmark No. 2.
Some glimpses into life at Ventura around the turn of the century are
reflected in the recollections of Mrs. Nellie Chung, whose father had come
from San Francisco to find work. He served as cook on a wagon which followed agricultural workers at harvest, living in the wagon, and did carpentry
between seasons. They rented a small, two-room house in back of other
houses, raised chickens and pigeons, and had a drying shed for laundry. As
a child, she was sent to buy milk from an individual "across the railroad
tracks" who owned two cows; the milk was boiled and diluted with water
to feed the baby, or boiled with ginger for her mother. "That way you can
absorb it." She picked watercress in ,the drainage known as Straw Man
Gulley. Coffee and white sugar were purchased at Nick's [Nick Peirano's
store, built in 1877 and still in business]. Mrs. Chung recalled the many
wooden stores of Chinatown, and the men seeking work who would stand
outside waiting for either white or Chinese foremen who needed laborers.
Those hired for the fields would come in to the groceries every week or
month for provisions such as dried shrimp or dried cereals. There was also
frJJ.,
~
). Mrs.
an herb store, and the temple was called Kuan Yum (
Chung's mother burned incense at home every morning and evening; at
the New Year, her father offered incense and heated wine on the first and
fifteenth day. Social ties were strong with those of her father's surname,
Yee, and her mother's surname, Chan. The children spoke Sam Yup(;.. ~)
dialect, Cantonese, in their mother's tradition, but understood the Sze Yup
( e5l ~ ) dialect spoken by their father. Mr. Yee dressed in Qing dynasty
clothing for family pictures, a custom observed by many other Chinese
whose photographs are preserved at Ventura's Historical Museum.
Mrs. Grace Chow recalls that the Chinese people referred to Ventura
,J. Ji, lij
) because most of the immigrants
as Siu Mow Gong. (
there had come from Mow Gong village, Hoy Ping, in the Cantonese Province of Guangdong. Although the precise dates cannot be established, oral
histories recorded in Ventura add to the picture and suggest that community
relations did improve somewhat in the twentieth century. Although there
was the lingering fear of things unknown and misunderstood, Anglo children
remember being given gifts of lichee nuts or glass bracelets at Mrs. Back's
store at the comer of t<.fainStreet and Ventura Avenue, and a carrot or turnip from the vegetable peddler. White children gathered turtles for Susie, a
Chinese woman who paid them 50 cents apiece, purged the turtles in a
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bucket, as done with clams, and then cooked them. The children would go to
Chinatown "whenever they had firecrackers and stuff on their holidays,"
and were puzzled at the Chinese custom of placing roasted pig, candles,
and "little pieces of paper with holes all through them" on the graves. Sing
Hing and Big Tom (Bock) operated stores in Chinatown at about this time.
The second Chinatown was displaced after George Mon Lai and Harry,
Bennie, Nellie, and Lee She Bok sold the property on Main Street east 0£
Ventura Avenue to Ward J. Crandall in 1923. By 1928, there were no buildings standing and the lots were vacant. But even as the population dwindled
and dispersed, this was not to be the end of the Chinese community in
Ventura, although it would never again be so concentrated. Wo Hing, for
example, relocated his laundry further west and operated in a rented building at 211 West Main Street from 1926 to about 1937. Excavations here in
1983 showed the persistence of many imported foods and ceramics, greater
use of American products and condiments, and some Chinese containers
now being made in Los Angeles. And new arrivals replaced some of those
who had departed. One of the most respected is the family of Walton Quong
Jue from Nam Hing Lay, who came to Ventura in 1928 after six years in
Fresno. He and his cousin Warner established The National Grocery on
Main Street where the County Historical Museum stands today. Although
they were on the block next to Peirano's grocery, the men helped each other.
Peirano has recalled, ''I'd go down and buy stuff from him when we ran
out, and if he ran out of something, he'd come to us. We took care of each
other." On his 80th birthday in 1980, Jue was honored by 480 members of
his southern California family.
None of these historic buildings has survived, except for the Ortega
Adobe, Ventura's Hispanic landmark which was owned and preserved by
a Chinese! Archaeological remains on the west side of Figueroa Street have
been disturbed to some extent by new construction and the fountain mall in
front of the Mission, although the east side of the first settlement and
Chinese Alley are presumably intact, awaiting future study. The New
Chinatown on Main Street and the years from 1905 to 1920 are better known
archaeologically, and artifacts from the excavations can be seen at the
Albinger Archaeological Museum. Other Chinese materials, records, and
photographs are curated across Main Street at the Ventura County Historical
Museum.

Acknowledgements: The author is grateful for access to the interview with Mrs. Nellie
Chung recorded as part of the Southern California Chinese American Oral History Project cosponsored by the Chinese Historical Society of Southern California and the UCLA
Asian American Studies Center. Other recollections were drawn from "The Chinese in
Ventura County," a paper prepared by Margaret Jennings for the Ventura County Historical Museum. Historical and archaeological research was sponsored by the Redevelopment Agency, City of San Buenaventura.
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The testimony of Jew Ah Mow, the proprietor of the Chinese theatre
of early Los Angeles, provides tantalizing insights on the Los Angeles Chinese community near the time of its zenith. Fortunately, this testimony has
been preserved in the Lehlback Report printed in March 1891 in 51st Congress, 2nd Session, House Report No. 4048, Public Document, Serial 2890,
Vol. 6.
When Congress took up the issue of the Chinese and U.S. immigration
law, a Joint Committee was established to investigate under the chairmanship of Representative Herman Lehlback. In late 1890 the Committee held
hearings in various western cities. The Committee basically was hostile to
the Chinese presence in the United States.
On December 15, 1890, the Committee spent a half-day in Los Angeles
questioning four prominent white citizens and two Chinese businessmen.
How the two Chinese came to be witnesses or why they testified is not
evident. Obviously, to some extent, the hearing and the testimony had been
previously arranged. The two Chinese witnesses answered the questions
put to them in a brief, very respectful, and forthright appearing manner,
although their responses were very general and seemed to avoid mentioning
any detailed information on other Chinese.
The testimony of Jew Ah Mow was "secured through the medium of
Carleton Rickards, interpreter," even though his testimony reveals he had
some facility in speaking English. The other Chinese to testify was Wong
Ark, the proprietor of a pawn shop, and he apparently did not require the
interpreter. His testimony is of less notice; but he adds that while other
Chinese are married to wives living in China, he and Jew Ah Mow are two
of only about 20 Chinese men living as families with wives in Los Angeles,
and neither of them have any children.
The original testimony is in the form of questions and brief answers,
and the material is disjunctively presented. In editing this into a narrative

testimony the original phases of the responses have been retained wherever
possible. However, the phrased questions were of a leading nature and definitely structured the nature of the responses and the entire testimony. After
having Jew Ah Mow identify himself in the record as gainfully employed in
keeping the theatre and a store, the Committee's questions essentially
focused his testimony on the matters of law and order among the Chinese
of Los Angeles.
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Figure 1. The Chinese theatre in the block on the east side of the City's
Plaza, between Los Angeles and Alameda Streets. Reproduced from the
1888 Sanborn Company fire insurance map.
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The Chinese theatre was located in the block adjacent to the City's
Plaza on the east, in the heart of Los Angeles' original Chinatown area. The
plan of the theatre is indicat~d in some detail on the 1888 Sanborn Company
fire insurance map, reproduced here as Figure 1. The theatre entrance appears to be just off the Plaza between Los Angeles and Alameda Streets
at 216 Marchessault Street, but this lane was commonly referred to as El
Paseo or El Paseo de la Plaza. In his testimony Jew Ah Mow refers to the
theatre's location as the Plaza corner at Los Angeles Street and "El Paso."
My name is Jew Ah Mow, and I am forty-one years old. I came to the
United States when I was eighteen in Chinese, or seventeen years in
American. I have lived in the United States for twenty-three years, and for
about six years I have lived ·in Los Angeles. I was in Stockton, California a
long time, and went back to China, and since then I have lived in Los
Angeles.
I am the proprietor and keep the Chinese theatre. The theatre is on the
corner of Los Angeles and El Paso Streets. I own it. The theatre is open
every night. Sometimes on rainy days I stop the theatre. Sometimes the
actors perform in the daytime. There are twenty-eight actors. I take in the
money and pay the actors. The actors perform at night, and that is their
work. When they are not acting, some of •them spend their time studying
for the stage, some in reading, and some devote themselves to business, engaged as merchants. I have an [American] police officer at the door who
keeps out anyone who might attempt to go into the theatre without buying
a ticket. Inside, if there is a disturbance, we advise them to stop, and if they
don't we have them arrested by the police officer.
I also have a store that sells Chinese groceries and China grub. Lee
Ching Thung is the name of the store. It is 700 and some odd number on
Los Angeles Street. A great many Chinese stores have no numbers.
There were a great many more Chinese here in Los Angeles a few years
ago than there are now. About three years ago, when the Chinese celebrated
their religious ceremonies here, nearly all of them came to the City, and
there were about 5,000 or 6,000 or over participated in that and were here.
Those were in Los Angeles County at that time. There has been quite a
decrease in the celebration this year, and there were only 4,000 and odd
or 5,000.
If a man owes money and is firmly determined not to pay it, we go to
the American court-house and bring the law to bear on him. Sometimes
debts are owed which are never paid. Then, again, a man will go away from
the City to some other place and send it to you. Sometimes in Los Angeles
there even has been killing or murder, generally from some debt which is
owed; they are asked for money and won't pay it, and get into trouble and
somebody kills. Sometimes it comes from one thing and sometimes another.
That does not happen among the Chinese merchants. It is not the educated
ones that do that sort of thing. It is only among the lower classes who are
not well educated and do not understand the law. They wrangle about it
and kill one another. The ignorant classes generally get into trouble among
3

themselves. One will say to another someithing disagreeable, and then they
will take out their weapons and use them. Some people go around with
weapons but a good many do not.
As for "highbinders," I have not heard very ofren of people getting
anybody to kill anyone. It generally happens through something that comes
up, and the trouble is all over in a few minutes. A "highbinder" in the
Chinese acceptation of the term is a man who won't work. Most of the time
they depend on the hospitality of their friends. When it is absolutely necessary they work enough to get money until they get enough, and then they
stop. They won't work and are of no use.
Some of the Chinese in Los Angeles use opium and some of them do
not. A good many of them smoke it who have not acquired 1the habit of
smoking it. They ofren smoke as a matter of pastime, as I do myself sometimes, but I have not the habit. It is like taking a cigar with a white man,
and the best illustration is like a white man asking another to take a drink.
As for "lottery tickets," there are a great many Chinese in Los Angeles
who do gamble, and there are a great many who do not. We don't consider
it gambling and don't consider it as run on the principle of gambling or as a
lottery. There are two or three lottery games. Most buy a ten-cent lottery
ticket, and if they win anything they spend it. I have bought tickets and won
several times. Sometimes I have put in ten cents and won $2 or $3. The
person who buys •the ticket will know where to go and collect it. It is not a
store. It is always carried on by the men who have money. One will say,
"You and I have so much money, let us start a lottery game"; it may be
broken up inside of a few days or a week; some person is apt to win all the
capital. Of the men who get up lotteries, they have all kinds of it; some are
working men and some merchants. Some of these farmers have· money, the
Chinese farmers. We would not like to have white people in it. I do not do
that kind of business, lotteries. I have a building to look after, etc.
I learned to speak the English language in California, nowhere in particular. When I was a boy in San Francisco I used to go to Sunday school,
for two or three months during the time I was in San Francisco. Then I was
hired by white persons to work and didn't have the 'time to do that. Since
then I have not had time to go. I went to Sunday school to look on and hear
what was being said, and to learn the English language. As for being a
Christian, I believe in some parts of it. I go to a "Joss house." There are a
good many who have embraced the Christian religion and given up the
Chinese "Joss." I don't know them all. Some of them are children. The one
who acts as interpreter in the courts here in Los Angeles is a Christian.
People come here and become accustomed to the ways of the country,
and they like to remain here, but some would prefer to go back to China.
It is hard for me to know how others feel. Now that I am here, I am not a
Christian, but I obey the laws of this country. When I go back to China, I
will obey the laws of China.
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(or:

JOURNEY INTO YESTERDAY
A RETURN TO THE MOTHER LODE)

(In October of 1977 the Chinese Historical Society of Southern California made a
sentimental pilgrimage to the historic Mother Lode country, an area comprising of many
small towns along Highway 49 in central California, where thousands of Chinese pioneers
settled in the 1850's during the Gold Rush days. These hardy pioneers made a most
significant contribution to the economic growth of the Golden State through their painstaking labor, their diligence, sacrifices and indomitable spirit. Places visited were
Fiddletown, Placerville, Wakamatsu, Coloma, Locke. The present tour included a return
to Fiddletown and Locke in addition to several towns. Coordinator and tour guide for
both trips was John Yee, who has a wealth of Mother Lode historical information at his
fingertips, which he shared with the tour group along the way. For the numerous hours
John spent in planning this trip - the itinerary, the contacts with the various historical
groups, the motel-restaurant-transportation reservations - the Society extends a genuine
and wholehearted "thank you" to John, who left no stone unturned to ensure a smooth,
safe and memorable trip.)

On a crisp, sunny September morning, fifty members and friends of the
Chinese Historical Society of Southern California eagerly boarded a comfortable Embree bus to begin a three-day journey to the Mother Lode
country. For some, this was a return trip; for others, a first-time sojourn to
places known but never visited; and to still others, the Mother Lode was an
area heretofore unheard of - a place apart, unknown and remote. However,
the common bond among all participants was a desire to journey into the
past to learn about the colorful yet oftentimes distressful history of the
Chinese pioneers.

Tour leader John Yee gives Mother Lode history.
Leaving far behind the
downtown Los Angeles, the
September day signalled the
ney. On reaching Highway

hustle-and-bustle of the workaday world of
fall colors of the countryside on this lovely
beginning of a pleasant and memorable jour49 and Mariposa County - gateway to the
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Mother Lode - the first stop was the tiny town of Hornitos ( Little Ovens),
with a short visit to the old jail and cemetery. In the 1850's, there were a
large number of Chinese in the area. At the northern end of the town, the
Chinese had a block of gambling dens and huts. Driving through the Hornitos and Bear Valley area, there could be seen numerous stone walls, two
feet high and of various lengths, which were used as boundaries at the
time. Built by Chinese laborers, these were called "Chinese walls" by local
residents past and present.
Next stop was Coulterville and a visit to the Sun Sun Wo General
Store, built in 1851. From this store, pack trains carried merchandise to
remote mines, ranches and businesses in Yosemite Valley, quite a distance
away in those gold-mining days. At one time, Coulterville also had a large
Chinese population, about 1,000 out of a total number of 5,000. Located in
town is the Northern Mariposa County History Center, a museum with some
excellent exhibits. The Museum docents extended a warm welcome to the
group, some of whom were able to browse through the building. A conversation with one of the docents revealed the fact that the exhibits had recently been changed, and thus the group missed the viewing of a very
unusual display of Chinese artifacts.
Leaving Coulterville, the tour's next destination was Chinese Camp,
one of several ·old gold towns on Highway 49. A parade through the town's
two-block main street with the American flag and the society's red-and-gold
banner was witnessed by a number of local residents. At the end of town
on Highway 120, stands Historical Monument #423 commemorating the
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The Society Tour arrives at Chinese Camp, named for a large settlement of
Chinese miners in the early 1850's. There are no longer any Chinese in
Chinese Camp.
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founding of Chinese Camp with the arrival of the first Chinese miners in
1849, and the resulting first "tong war" over mining rights. Following a
welcoming speech by members of the Tuolumne Historical Society, CHSSC
members performed a brief ceremony by placing lighted incense sticks at
the monument to commemorate the Mother Lode pioneers. Howard Quon
then offered an "Appreciation Prayer to Chinese Pioneers":
Father, we thank Thee for the opportunity to be here and for the safe
trip to our Mother Lode country.

Bless the memories of these early Chinese pioneers who bravely withstood the many hardships that this new land offered them.
Bless them for their perseverance to remain steadfast and strong, despite
the many unfair laws that were legislated against them.
Bless them for the many contributions and achievements they have
made in the building of this great nation of ours.
Bless them for paving our way into the American mainstream for all the
Chinese now in America.
Thank all of our pioneers for adjusting to their newly-adopted country.
Their diligent efforts helped make possible the many opportunities
AMEN
and freedom we now enjoy.

Dolores Nicolini of the Tuolumne Historical Society took the group on
a tour of the town, giving historical facts about the area during the gold
mining period. Dolores indicated that there was a large Chinese population
at one time, and that quite often "bits and pieces" of artifacts are still being
discovered. As luck would have it, at that very moment, several persons did
uncover some interesting "treasures" - pieces of jade, a Chinese coin, broken
parts of Chinese bowls. Exciting!! After a heavy rain, many of these "finds"
are washed up to the surface, according to Dolores.

t

1

The first day ended with a stop in Sonora, a picturesque town in the
Sierra foothills with a historic past which included a once-thriving Chinatown. Through the years, Chinatown dwindled down as the Chinese moved
elsewhere. In 1971, over the protests of the Tuolumne County Historical
Society and many others, the City of Sonora demolished an old brick building which was the last remaining vestige of a busy Chinese community.
However, still standing is a small portal enclosing a plaque dedicated "To
the Memory of the Chinese Pioneers Who For Years Made This Section
Their Home." At this very spot, members of CHSSC conducted a brief ceremony honoring the early Chinese settlers, followed by a historical discussion
given by Sharon Marovich of the Tuolumne group.
7
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Ceremony honors the memory of Chinese in Sonora. Officiating are John
Yee and Art Young ( with candle), standing, and Johnson Yee, kneeling.
After an. overnight stay at the Sonora Towne House Motel, the hardy
band of travellers had a good start with an early morning visit to Columbia
State Park. Park Ranger Sherrin Grout was the tour guide, providing an
excellent tour of the area with very interesting historical information on the
Chinese settlers. One of the highlights was the Chinese museum containing
many old priceless treasures of bygone days. Another point of interest was

On Highway 49, the Butte store, built by Chinese, is the only remaining
structure of a large Chinatown with up to 10,000 Chinese at one time. The
iron shutters and stones came from China.
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the great number of "Trees of Heaven" in the park. In fact, all along Highway 49 wherever the Chinese settled, this tree, also known as Ailanthus, is
very much evident, planted many years ago by the pioneers as a reminder
of their homeland.
Leaving Columbia State Park, the bus headed towards Fiddletown.
Along the way were towns such as Angels Camp, Mokelumne Hill, Plymouth, all with sizable numbers of Chinese settlers at one time or another.
Fiddletown once had the second largest Chinese population next to that of
San Francisco. Three Chinese buildings still stand today, one of these being
the historic and famous Chew Kee Store, home of Jimmy Chow, last descendant of the original Chinese who came to the Mother Lode searching for
gold. Bob and Marian Tieslaw of the Fiddletown Preservation Society were
on hand to extend a welcome, and to open the Chew Kee Store, which was
built in the 1850's and looks exactly the same as it must have looked when
Mr. Chow last lived there. On the walls are old posters, calendars and newspapers. Rows of herb drawers line both sides of the room. Scattered throughout the store are Chinese coins, dishes, incense, utensils, artifacts of all types.
However, the years have taken its toll on the structure, and only 15 persons
were allowed in the building at one time. On entering, there was an eerie
feeling that time had indeed stood still, and that at any moment Jimmy
Chow might step out from his living quarters at the rear of the shop to greet
his customers. Upon inspecting the living quarters, one wonders how anyone coµld live, month after month, in such a squalid and cheerless environment. The rooms are tiny, airless and windowless with barely enough room
to tum around; the furnishings are sparse. On leaving the store, however,
one cannot help but feel a great admiration for Jimmy Chow and the thousands of other Jimmy Chows for their remarkable endurance during years
of hardship and adversity.

Suellen Cheng Kwok and Eugene Wong Moy show an old Chinese accounts
ledger at the Chew Kee Store, Fiddletown.
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Continuing the journey brought Placerville into view. Here still stands
a stone building hand-hewn and built by Chinese laborers, used as a herb
store, opium den, gambling den, and a well-patronized bordello on the
second floor. Next was a stop at Coloma, gold mining site in the 1850's
with a large number of Chinese settlers. Two general stores - W o Hop and
Wan Lee - are open to the public. On the way to Nevada City, the bus
drove through Auburn, gateway to the gold country, with a sizable Chinese
population in the past.
In Nevada City the group was given a very warm welcome by the
Nevada County Historical Society, after which there was a tour of the
Firehouse Museum with its extensive display of priceless Chinese artifacts
and temple altar. A short walk to the local library was followed by a presentation by Peter Van Der Pas on the historical highlights of Nevada City
and the Chinese population in the area.
The group then returned to Aubum for dinner at the Auburn Hotel
and a delightful evening of friendship and conviviality.
Early the next morning, there was a brief visit to Sacramento's Old
Towne, where Peter Leung, professor at U.C. Davis, joined the group as
escort to the next stop, historic Locke. Driving along the Sacramento River
delta on River Road, one could see acres and acres of pear orchards and
almond groves. Picturesque little towns such as Walnut Grove, Courtland,
Rio Vista each have a special history of its own, but for some reason Locke
seems to stand apart as unique and distinctive - it is the only town in the
United States to be built entirely by Chinese, and the only one that still
endures to this day. Locke was built in 1915, after a fire in nearby Walnut
Grove completely destroyed its Chinatown. By the 1920's, Locke was quite
a lively and prosperous town with a movie theater, six restaurants, nine
grocery stores, a flour mill, a hotel and numerous boarding houses. Today,
of course, there is a noticeable difference - the population had dwindled
down from 1,000 during its busiest years to 65-70 inhabitants today, 40
Chinese, 25-30 whites. One grocery store, Yuen Chong, remains along with
several white-owned businesses which cater to tourists.
History has shown that the thousands of Chinese laborers who settled
in the Sacramento River delta region played a vital part in its development
and the consequent economic growth of California's agricultural industry.
Settling in the area in the 1860's, they first became levee builders. The
building of levees was necessary in order to reclaim the Delta's fertile soil
for agricultural purposes. Approximately 88,000 acres of land was reclaimed
by back-breaking manual labor with pick and shovel until the tum of the
century when machinery began to replace manpower. Those who were not
building levees became farm laborers or tenant farmers, working long hours
for very little pay. Principal crops were potatoes, wheat, pears, tomatoes
and asparagus. Today, the Delta is considered the most important pear
producing area in the country. The tiny community of Courtland holds a
Pear Fair each year.

During the group's visit in Locke, Prof. Leung gave a talk on the history of the town. Mr. Bob Jang, long-time community participant, welcomed
the group to Locke as he did back in 1977. After a warm and congenial
"happy hour," it was time to depart. Reluctantly, everyone trouped back
to the bus, but not before getting caught in an unexpected downpour of
'1iquid sunshine." However, the rain in no way dampened the happy spirits
of the travellers, who were enjoying each moment of the weekend trip.

At the Jun Hing Association in Locke, California. Left to right: Anita Jeung;
Bob Jang, "mayor" of Locke; Society President Munson Kwok, John Yee.
Homeward bound, there was time to reflect on the events of the past
three days. So many places visited, and such genuine warmth and friendship extended at every stop! ~o much valuable knowledge gained concerning those hardy and hard-wo,tking pioneers! Yes, it was a memorable trip in
many ways - pleasant, because the weather was comfortable; enjoyable,
because the spirit of congeniality, friendship and cooperation was shared
by all; educational, because history became alive as the past was unfolded
there "on the spot." Without a doubt, everyone came home with a feeling
of great respect and admiration for the "sojourners" who braved an onslaught
of abuse, prejudice, physical attacks, harassment; still, they managed to
survive - and thrive, mute testimony to the endurance of the human spirit.
As the trip approached its ending, many expressed their complete delight with the success of the tour. "When is the next trip?" was a frequent
question as the passengers alighted from the bus. Certainly, CHSSC will
plan to have future "journeys to the past." How else to appreciate these
pioneers for their endurance and courage during their struggles to survive
in an alien land? Or what better way to honor them by keeping their
memories alive for present and future generations of Americans? By retracing the steps where the pioneers trod, there comes a deep feeling of kinship
with these "sojourners" of another time, another place - a tie that binds,
a bond that endures -- Margie Lew
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